Ischaemic Optic Neuropathy – Non Arteritic/NA-AION
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Introduction

Ischaemic optic neuropathy (ION) is the commonest adult optic nerve disorder encountered worldwide and can be expected to increase in incidence in our ageing population. In a recent review of 121 cases [1] the mean age was 61 years. The condition has been classified as a) anterior (AION) affecting the optic nerve head and b) posterior (PION) involving that portion of the optic nerve behind its immediate retrolaminar portion. Furthermore there are two pathological varieties of the disease c) Arteritic (AAION) almost exclusively associated with Giant Cell Arteritis (GCA) and d) Non-arteritic (NA-AION or less correctly NAION) usually associated with diabetes, hypertension and hypercholesterolaemia. A recent treatise on the subject [2] runs to more than 600 pages.

In order to understand the pathology of ION knowledge of the complex vascular anatomy of the optic nerve head (ONH) and its more posterior part is required. This was not clarified until the mid1960’s by the work again of Hayreh [3] when he showed that the ONH is supplied in the main by the ciliary vascular system and not by the ophthalmoscopically visible central retinal artery; furthermore the more posterior part of the nerve is supplied from its surrounding pial plexus fed from adjacent orbital branches of the ophthalmic artery (Figure 1a). The ophthalmic artery is the first intracranial branch of the internal carotid when it emerges from the cavernous sinus. The central retinal artery, also a branch of the ophthalmic, only supplies the surface/retinal layer of the ONH (Figure 1b) before it proceeds to supply the inner layers of the retina.

Non-Arteritic ION (NA-AION)

This more common variety of ION is usually of the anterior type i.e. NA-AION and is the commonest adult optic neuropathy encountered in many parts of the world [5] associated with underlying vascular disease especially diabetes mellitus and hypertension.

The clinical presentation of NA-AION is unmistakable when a middle aged patient presents with acute but incomplete painless visual loss usually on waking in the morning and who may have noticed loss of vision in the lower visual field. In some cases periorcular discomfort not worsened on eye movement is present. Visual acuity may be normal but there is always a relative afferent pupillary defect (RAPD) and initially the optic disc is hyperaemic and swollen only becoming pale in 4-6 weeks (Figure 2). This pallor often has a yellowish appearance unlike the white pallor of a compressive lesion and disc cupping does not develop.
The condition usually occurs in a small so called “disc at risk” one with no significant cup. Visual field examination is essential for diagnosis and a lower altitudinal or lower nasal defect (Figure 3) will be found in 75 % of cases [1]. Where the defect is central or paracentral as in about 10 % of patients’ central vision will be affected at the outset.

Figure 2: Progression of Optic Nerve changes in NA-AION from initial hyperaemia to optic atrophy at six months.

Figure 3: Goldmann visual fields showing characteristic inferior defects as seen in 75% of cases of NA-AION.

Functional recovery is to be expected in only a small percentage of cases [6] and complete recovery never occurs. The condition is stable around six months with no change expected thereafter. Involvement of the fellow eye is reported in 14.5% of cases over five years [7].

There is no proven effective treatment other than control of underlying vascular disease and hypertensive patients should be told not to take treatment late in the day. A neuroprotective agent such as brimonidine tartrate eye drops may be tried and as it has an intraocular pressure lowering effect this may also be helpful, and at least in the absence of other therapy it is important to offer the patient some medication which has at least a logical basis for its use. Because the cause of the visual defect is loss of perfusion in the ONH circulation, not embolic, thrombotic or inflammatory, there is no place for anticoagulants, aspirin or corticosteroid treatment either in the acute phase of NA-AION or in its prevention.

Where central vision is involved (10% of cases) in the presence of a hyperaemic swollen optic disc as in NA-AION a mistaken diagnosis of optic neuritis (ON) is often made. However ON is commoner in younger patients who usually demonstrate a dense central or paracentral scotoma and recovery with or without treatment is the more usual outcome.

Posterior ischaemic optic neuropathy is a diagnosis of exclusion [8] when a compressive cause has been eliminated by neuroimaging. The patient again presents with acute visual loss but central vision is preferentially involved because the more posterior optic nerve is supplied from the surrounding pial plexus and its centre is the watershed area where the macular axons are situated.

Discussion

As the name ION indicates the condition has been accepted as of ischaemic vascular cause until recently [9] when it has been suggested that a possible alternative aetiology may be found in the vitreous and it has even been suggested that the disease should be renamed “vitreous traction optic neuropathy”. There is some support for considering another cause because one might expect an ischaemic disc to be pale at outset as seen in the arteritic variety (AAION) but the NA-AION disc is hyperaemic at outset and only become pale later, however its regular association with underlying vascular disease and angiographic studies by Hayreh [10] clearly point to a vascular underlying cause.

Unfortunately there are no undisputed pathological reports of acute NA-AION unlike those demonstrating AAION as shown earlier [4]. In Cogans 1966 book [11] there is pathological specimen shown (fig 116) with a retro laminar infarct which could be NA-AION but there is no case report given to support the diagnosis. A more recent paper by Knox et al. [12] on the histopathology of 193 laboratory specimens with a diagnosis of ION may contain some cases of NA-AION but again there are no supporting reports in any of these non arteritic specimens illustrated.
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